If a trapper hat was trusted by Marge Gunderson to chase perps from Minneapolis to Fargo in the dead of winter, you can bet your bottom dollar it’ll keep you warm at work. Our collection of N-Ferno® Hi-Vis Headwear is designed to cradle your cranium in conspicuity and comfort. Will you be seen? Darn tootin’. And toasty? You betcha!

**6842HV // HI-VIS LIME 2-LAYER FLEECE LINER**
Traditional 2-layer fleece liner with warming pack pockets. Hi-Vis lime shell w/ reflective piping to keep workers visible and protected when the temperatures fall. Complete with hook-and-loop straps for added security under hard hats.

**6821HV // HI-VIS LIME FLEECE BALACLAVA**
Stay protected with a fleece balaclava that offers stretch, comfort, and warmth. Hi-vis lime fleece with reflective piping for increased visibility.

**6802HV // HI-VIS LIME CLASSIC TRAPPER™ HAT**
Classic faux fur trapper hat with 60g 3M™ Thinsulate™ insulation to provide warmth and comfort in the most extreme conditions. Now available in hi-vis lime.

**6816 // REVERSIBLE KNIT CAP**
Snug-fitting reversible knit cap featuring a stretchable gray and a soft hi-vis lime side for work and play.
Forget what you’ve heard. Until cars stop driving on roads, construction season is 24-7-365. Vests may be no match for winter’s wrath, but our GloWear® Foul Weather Series can give you the warmth, conspicuity, and compliance to be a safety standout in even the harshest weather conditions. Besides, subtlety is for suckers.

8377 // TYPE R CLASS 3 QUILTED BOMBER
Class 3 compliance, warmth, and high-visibility at an economy price. Fully lined with thermal quilted insulation and black accents on high wear areas hides dirt and grime.

8385 // TYPE R CLASS 3 4-IN-1 JACKET
Versatile thermal jacket can be worn 4 ways to combat cold. Class 3 compliant when outer shell or full jacket is worn and Class 2 compliant w/ inner jacket or vest only.

8380 // TYPE R CLASS 3 BOMBER
Class 3 bomber jacket is a shorter length for easier movement. Removable fleece jacket can be worn alone.

8379 // TYPE R CLASS 3 FLEECE LINED BOMBER
Class 3 fleece-lined bomber jacket with ANSI-compliant materials to keep outdoor workers comfortable, warm, and compliant. Can be worn with or without microfleece lining.

8925 // SUPPLEMENTAL CLASS E THERMAL PANTS
Thermal pants are Class E complaint and made with a weatherproof 100% polyester outer shell and breathable 3M™ Thinsulate™ for warmth and waterproof comfort.

8293 // TYPE R CLASS 2 HOODED SWEATSHIRT
Hooded sweatshirt with black front decreases visibility of dirt and grime while providing Class 2 compliance and hi-vis protection.